Spontaneous switching of future dominance to a smaller follicle: commonality among monovular species.
Selection of a dominant follicle from a wave of follicles is manifested by diameter deviation between future dominant (F1) and largest subordinate (F2) follicles. On day -1 or 0 (day 0 = beginning of deviation), growth rate of F1 continues and growth rate of F2 decreases. Deviation occurs during the decline in the wave-stimulating FSH surge when F1 reaches means of 8.5, 10.5, and 22.5 mm in heifers, women, and mares, respectively. Diameter of F1 at the FSH peak vs at deviation is proportionally similar among these monovular species. In conventional deviation, F1 usually emerges first. In F1,F2-switched deviation, F2 is usually first to emerge and to reach a diameter characteristic of deviation. On day -1 or 0, the larger F2 and the smaller F1 switch so that the formerly larger F2 becomes subordinate and the formerly smaller F1 becomes dominant. In heifers and mares, the profile and prominence of the FSH surge are similar between deviation classes. Surge location relative to deviation differs so that the surge ends earlier in switched deviation. When the larger F2 reaches a diameter characteristic of deviation, FSH concentration is too low for continued growth of F2. The decrease in FSH ceases (heifers) or increases (mares) presumably from a decrease in FSH inhibitors; therefore, F1 continues to grow and becomes dominant. The frequency of switched deviation (e.g., 16 to 37% among species) can be problematic in follicle-selection research. Switching is a natural model for study of the interplay between follicles and FSH.